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Summary
The journey to peace does not end once a peace agreement is signed. Almost
every modern peace treaty establishes some form of institution—a committee,
commission, or board—to monitor implementation of and compliance with the
agreement’s provisions. Though the form and precise mandates of these monitoring institutions vary, the drafters of peace agreements often vest significant powers
and far-reaching mandates in them. Despite their prominence and their potentially
critical role in keeping agreements on track, however, relatively little is known
about how these institutions are designed and where and why they are successful.
This report examines four monitoring and oversight mechanisms established in
Sierra Leone, Indonesia, Sudan, and South Sudan and considers the retrospective analyses of those who worked on and with these commissions. Based on
these case studies, six areas are identified for mediators, negotiators, and peace
agreement implementers seeking to design future monitoring mechanisms.
Such monitoring and oversight institutions need credible, full-time leadership to
succeed. Planning for monitoring and oversight must start early enough that valuable time at the start of implementation is not lost, particularly where agreements
are already tenuous. Ensuring continuity between the peace agreement mediators
and the monitoring entities can help provide essential context and understanding
as the monitoring process unfolds. Monitoring and oversight mandates should be
realistic and matched with appropriate resources so that the activity is meaningful and the institutions can propose or pursue corrective measures if warranted.
Clear lines of accountability and reporting procedures can help these institutions
to improve their credibility. Finally, rather than exclusively focusing on short-term,
technical benchmarks, monitoring and oversight should be conducted with a long
time horizon to be able to contribute to a broader consolidation of peace.
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Sudanese vice president Ali Osman Mohammed Taha, left, and John Garang, chairman of the Sudanese People's Liberation Army, share a joke
before they sign the Comprehensive Peace Agreement on January 9, 2005 in Nairobi, Kenya. (Photo by Karel Prinsloo/AP)

Introduction
Historically, peace
agreements focused
primarily, if not
exclusively, on security
arrangements.
[But] as the logic of
conflict resolution
has evolved toward
agreements that are
more thematically
comprehensive, so too
have the requirements
for [monitoring and
oversight mechanisms].

Peace processes do not end once negotiations conclude and agreements are signed.
As important as the negotiations are, the most critical phase of any peace process is
arguably what follows the talks: implementation. As part of the implementation phase,
almost every modern peace agreement establishes some form of institution—a committee, commission, or board—to monitor and oversee implementation of, and determine
compliance with, the agreement’s provisions. The precise mandate and powers of these
entities vary. Some monitoring and oversight mechanisms (MOMs) entail only light-touch
monitoring—for example, periodic reporting on the status of implementation to the
national government or international organizations. Other MOMs conduct active, day-today oversight of a comprehensive range of agreement provisions. In the event of serious
problems or crises, they may intervene to correct course or countermand the deleterious
actions of other parties. Many peace agreements vest significant powers in the monitoring mechanisms and often allocate them key roles in sustaining the peace agreement.
The widespread inclusion of provisions establishing third-party monitoring mechanisms in peace agreements suggests that both the mediators and the negotiators
of an agreement see a need for such mechanisms to be established, even if their
intentions for and expectations of these institutions vary considerably. While the most
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As the logic of conflict resolution has evolved toward agreements that are more thematically comprehensive,
so too have the requirements for [monitoring and oversight mechanisms], although much of the same logic of
ceasefire monitoring has been thought to apply to more generalized oversight processes.
important factors in any agreement’s success almost

with their commitments.5 Verification, however, is only

certainly are the political commitment of the parties to

one subset of oversight, which implies a much broader

that accord and how well it addresses the structural

purview of investigation, analysis, and assessment of

causes of conflict, the mandate, form, and performance

both compliance and performance. While the depth,

of any MOM specified in an agreement matter in the

frequency, and accuracy of monitoring, verification,

broader evaluation of a peace process. Despite their

oversight, and reporting may vary, MOMs can measure

customary inclusion in peace agreements, how such

both political commitment (e.g., whether party A honors

MOMs are designed and function, their composition,

its pledge to end hostile propaganda against party B)

and their role in the success or failure of a given peace

and technical agreement performance (e.g., nine out

agreement are topics rarely investigated. If Scott

of twelve laws were reformed by the required date

Sagan’s claim of institutional isomorphism—namely, that

specified in the agreement). The nature of reports and

“modern organizations and institutions often come to

reporting may be mandated by the peace agreement,

resemble each other [in their roles, routines, and rituals]

determined independently by the MOM, or determined

. . . not because of competitive selection or rational

by international bodies such as the UN Security Council

learning but because institutions mimic each other”—is

or the African Union Peace and Security Council.

1

correct, then understanding how MOMs are designed
and function should have broad implications for the

Second, like ceasefire monitoring bodies—to which the

work of peacemakers.

practice of peace agreement oversight can be traced—

2

MOMs can reduce uncertainty between parties historHistorically, peace agreements focused primarily, if not

ically suspicious of one another and therefore serve

exclusively, on security arrangements. Therefore, they

as an agreement safeguard.6 Madhav Joshi, SungYong

concentrated on the technical monitoring required to

Lee, and Roger Mac Ginty note that such “safeguards

determine compliance with a cessation of hostilities

are often the first mechanisms to be established,”

or ceasefire. As the logic of conflict resolution has

although as “(usually temporary) institutional mecha-

evolved toward agreements that are more thematical-

nisms that are facilitative of the implementation of the

ly comprehensive, so too have the requirements for

peace accord and work to protect the peace accord.” 7

MOMs, although much of the same logic of ceasefire

By acting as a reliable third-party source of information,

monitoring has been thought to apply to more general-

monitoring bodies can address existing asymmetries in

ized oversight processes.

information between (former) enemies.

Five key roles can be discerned for MOMs. First, at a

Third, many peace processes require ongoing dia-

basic functional level, monitoring bodies play a report-

logue and negotiation to make or sustain progress

ing, monitoring, or verification and oversight role with

and to overcome challenges, including ambiguities or

regard to the status of the peace agreement’s imple-

inconsistencies in agreements or problems that may

mentation. Monitoring, as Jane Boulden writes, “is the

have not been foreseen at the time an agreement was

process of gathering information about a particular

finalized. MOMs can provide a forum for continuing

activity,” and in this way is distinct from verification,

negotiations or the framework to engage in new talks.

which is the process of assessing parties’ compliance

Although their formal mandates may not prescribe this

3
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task, by default, monitoring bodies may have to be

of civil society in inclusive commissions, and civil society

solution oriented and conduct mediation by another

participation in international monitoring missions. And he

name. This may be particularly necessary when other

notes that “peace agreements have increasingly included

interim institutions established by a political settlement

a role for civil society in the monitoring and verification of

are only in the formation stage, are distrusted by the

both ceasefires and thematic agreements.”13

parties, or are dysfunctional.
These five functions are normative. But there is also
Fourth, MOMs can serve a signaling function to a

skepticism about the role of MOMs. Arist von Hehn

broader public, both domestic and international. Sean

observes that “external monitors almost inevitably have

Molloy and Borja Paladini Adell argue that monitoring

insufficient capacity to monitor the situation without

mechanisms can “offer the general public insights into

plunging into local networks.”14 Mac Ginty notes that

the progression, regression or inertia of the peace

“peace accord monitoring bodies risk becoming yet

process.” Therefore, in their reporting, statements, and

another arena of competition in a peace process,” and

general activities, monitoring institutions may provide

focuses his concern for competition on the monitoring

both real-time and early warning signals as to the pre-

body’s assessment.15 And whether these commissions

vailing trends of implementation.

are inclusive or not, to date there is little clear evi-

8

dence that the participation of civil society in the work
Fifth, MOMs can play a key role in ensuring that peace

of MOMs contributes specifically to more successful

agreement implementation remains inclusive. Much of the

implementation of their mandates.

inclusivity debate has focused on process-related norms
of the inclusion of actors in agreement negotiations.9

Mandate and intended purpose are just the beginning

If inclusivity is considered critical to fostering the legiti-

of any discussion of monitoring and oversight. This re-

macy and sustainability of formal negotiations, it follows

port considers both the application of these theoretical

that during the implementation period of an agreement,

purposes of MOMs and practical questions related to

inclusivity remains vital to retaining legitimacy. If, as

the quality, composition, and activities of these insti-

Roger Mac Ginty argues, “implementation becomes

tutions. Drawing on interviews conducted in 2018 and

something that is done to [people] rather than a process

2019 with former participants in and close observers

in which they are full participants,” advocating for inclusiv-

of these MOMs and on the author’s direct experience

ity in negotiations may be inadequate if implementation

serving with a MOM, this report considers four exam-

processes—and the mechanisms designed to oversee

ples of third-party MOMs, from Sierra Leone, Indonesia,

such processes—remain exclusive. Joshi, Lee, and Mac

Sudan, and South Sudan, that were established over

Ginty argue for the potential of monitoring bodies to be

the decade and a half from 1999 to 2015. These cases

inclusive, noting that such entities are “in many cases . . .

were selected as roughly contemporaneous examples

the most inclusive and representative of the institutions

that each took different approaches to inclusion, from

[established by peace agreements] due to the vertical

formal civil society and noncombatant participation to

integration of various actors and the horizontal distribu-

more exclusive approaches, and that differed as well

tion of such mechanisms.” Nick Ross presents empirical

in institutional leadership, composition of membership,

evidence for the inclusive possibilities of MOMs, catego-

and institutional mandates and agendas.

10

11

12

rizing four distinct modalities: a requirement for official
monitoring bodies to consult with civil society, monitoring

All of these MOMs held important, if sometimes loose-

and verification conducted by individual civil society or-

ly defined, responsibilities in the peace agreements

ganizations (CSOs) or groups of CSOs, the representation

that called for their creation. Most received substantial
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Table 1. Common Features of Four Monitoring and Oversight Mechanisms

Commission for
Aceh
the Consolidation Monitoring
of Peace
Mission (Aceh)
(Sierra Leone)

Assessment
and Evaluation
Commission
(Sudan)

Joint Monitoring
and Evaluation
Commission
(South Sudan)

Reporting and monitoring function

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Verification function

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Oversight function

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Independent/nonpartisan chair

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Independent/nonpartisan members
(other than the chair)

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

International membership

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

National membership

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Civil society membership

Yes

No

No

Yes

international political and financial backing and were led

the hindsight now possible (all but one of these MOMs

by senior national and international political and diplo-

are no longer operating), the effectiveness and value of

matic figures. All the peace agreements considered in

these institutions can be assessed from a longer-term

this report featured the strong involvement of the respec-

perspective. The results are mixed, as both insiders and

tive regional organizations: the Economic Community

external observers attest.17

of West African States (ECOWAS) in Sierra Leone, the
Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) in Aceh,

In each of the following case studies—from Sierra

and the Intergovernmental Authority for Development

Leone, Indonesia, Sudan, and South Sudan—a brief

(IGAD) in the cases of both Sudan and South Sudan, all

account of the conflict and peace process in each con-

of which were expected to play key roles in or alongside

text is followed by a recap of the mandate of the MOM

the oversight bodies. All the MOMs were created outside

and the key existing literature of the time, then a dis-

the framework of the United Nations, despite there being

cussion of the insights derived from the participant and

concurrent UN peacekeeping missions in three of the

observer interviews conducted more recently for this

four cases, and historically, the UN would have been the

report. Some of the key distinguishing characteristics of

default agency for monitoring compliance with peace

the four commissions examined here are described in

agreements if the UN Security Council determined a

table 1, including the nature of the mandate, leadership,

threat to international peace and security existed.16 With

and composition of each body.
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Ahmed Tejan Kabbah (right), then president of Sierra Leone, sits next to Foday Sankoh, a leader of the Revolutionary United Front, at a dinner for
heads of states arriving for peace talks in Togo on July 6, 1999. (Photo by Clement Ntaye/AP)

Sierra Leone: The Commission
for the Consolidation of Peace
Civil war in Sierra Leone began in 1991. The

create two implementation and oversight mechanisms:

Revolutionary United Front (RUF) aimed to overthrow

the Commission for the Consolidation of Peace (CCP)

the government, and after a coup d’état in 1992, an

and the Joint Implementation Commission (JIC).19

initial peace agreement in 1996, and a further coup
in 1997, which also elevated the RUF, a subsequent

Article 6 of the Lomé agreement charged the CCP with

peace process between the civilian government of

“the overall goal and responsibility for supervising and

Sierra Leone and the RUF led to the signing of the

monitoring the implementation of and compliance with

Lomé Peace Agreement in March 1999. The Lomé

the provisions of the present Agreement relative to the

agreement was a power-sharing accord that installed

promotion of national reconciliation and the consolida-

the commander of the RUF as vice president of Sierra

tion of peace” and gave it the authority ”to inspect any

Leone and granted a general amnesty to combatants in

activity or site connected with the implementation of the

return for a cessation of hostilities and disarmament by

present Agreement” and to make “recommendations for

the RUF. While the Lomé accord was ultimately ill-fat-

improvements or modifications . . . to the President of

ed—conflict had resumed by 2000—the agreement did

Sierra Leone for appropriate action.” Article 6 also called

18
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Sierra Leone

Adapted from artwork by Rainer Lesniewski/Shutterstock
GUINEA
Kabala
Kambia
Lungi

Lunsar

Area
enlarged

SIERRA
LEONE

alienated the CCP from the RUF “due to disintegrating

Koidu

relations” between the former AFRC and RUF allies
and led to the CCP not being “predisposed towards

Kailahun
Bo

ensuring accommodation of RUF interests (such as an

Kenema

examination of what caused them to take up arms in the
LIBERIA

50 km

Atlantic Ocean

Leonean government. But, as Chris Mahony and Yasmin
Sooka have argued, the appointment of Koroma

Freetown
Shenge

was allied with the RUF in its fight against the Sierra

50 miles

first place) and representation within the Commission.”21
Dennis Bright, a former CCP commissioner who, despite
his civil society background, was the government
appointee to the commission, argues that because of
its partisan political leadership, from the outset the CCP

on the CCP to notify the president of “failures of the

“was politically and financially marginalized by both the

structures to perform their assigned duties.”

government and the international community,” but that
over time, the commission “attracted greater attention

The JIC consisted of members of the CCP, the guaran-

and financial support” and “pared down its scope to

tors, and other international supporters of the agree-

focus on confidence-building at all levels as a strategy

ment, and was chaired by the regional organization the

for enhancing the peace process.”22

ECOWAS. Its function was to make “recommendations
deemed necessary to ensure effective implementation

Scholarly assessments of the CCP have been largely

of the present Agreement . . . without prejudice to the

negative. In his writing about Sierra Leone’s peace

functions of” the CCP. Thus, at least from the text of

processes and its numerous commissions, Jeremy Levitt

the Lomé agreement, the CCP had the more expansive

included the CCP in his argument that “these com-

mandate. Further, the JIC met only quarterly, while the

missions . . . have had minimal impact for innumerable

CCP served as the day-to-day oversight entity. The

reasons, including official corruption, structural and tech-

CCP was also one of the first MOMs anywhere in the

nical inefficiencies, and untimeliness.”23 Arthur Abraham

world to formally require civil society involvement in the

notes there was no time frame for the implementation of

peace agreement’s oversight process. Of the five com-

the work of the CCP, while David Francis observes “the

missioners, two were to be appointed by civil society,

serious drawback” of the time limit of the CCP’s man-

one by the armed opposition, one by the incumbent

date, writing that the body was “economically irrelevant”

government, and one by the parliament.

for the purposes of a power-sharing agreement.24

Despite this inclusive design, however, the CCP was

Nearly twenty years later, Bright reflected that

20

set back from the outset by its partisan leadership.
Sierra Leone president Ahmad Tejan Kabbah appointed Johnny Paul Koroma, a former rebel leader, chair
of the CCP. Koroma had formed the Armed Forces
Revolutionary Council (AFRC), which at one time
8

although the government proposed me as their representative, they did not set up a channel for me to report
to them. We did not have the capacity to act. Mandates
are one thing, reality on the ground differed. We needed
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a bigger structure. When we needed to do things outright,

particularly in comparison to the resources extended

we had to resort to the UN [mission] for support. It was not

to the UN peacekeeping mission, but also to other

very easy to access government. The CCP should have
played a key role in the JIC but we did not—our chair
affected our participation in the process. There was no
serious feedback from him. [The CCP] would have looked
different if we had had someone else as chair.

entities established by the Lomé agreement, such as
the Truth and Reconciliation Commission. Mahony and
Sooka note that the staff of the CCP consisted only of a
driver, an accountant, and a messenger.25 As the former
civil society commissioner stated:

With regard to inclusion, Bright stated that it “also has
drawbacks—you have to find something for every party
involved, and that isn’t always easy. The presence of
civil society [in the CCP] put a break on the belligerent kind of discourse, but it doesn’t mean we were all
thinking the same way.”

The CCP was not going to do very much. It was not
properly resourced. We wanted to have a decentralized
structure, but it is impossible for a few people to be
everywhere. We didn’t have the resource base to do
more, which suited the RUF. But the commission did make
some good moves: we created some awareness around
the peace process, and we were recognized as a point of

For another former commissioner, one who represented
civil society on the CCP, the commission “wasn’t inclusive”:

reference in the process. Wherever we went in the country
we were received enthusiastically.

We had no women in the commission, no disabled as

Bright concluded, “We know about this classical super-

a result of the war. People were thinking largely about

structure [of monitoring and oversight] but, we have to

warring factions. But we felt we [as civil society] had some-

ask ourselves, is it peace for the ordinary man?” For

thing to offer, and we had had a huge engagement in the

Bright, the CCP’s biggest achievement was a practical,

peace process. When we got to the CCP, there were many
turning points. . . . [Koroma] always presented himself as
if he was in charge. He didn’t take our conclusions very
seriously. He thought the institution was under his control.

hands-on activity outside its formal mandate—the Bo
conference of April 2000, a trust-building meeting that
occurred between combatants—rather than any formal

[Koroma] used the CCP to set himself up for power. We

task of monitoring and oversight. As Bright observed

could have been very powerful, but the real power was

about the conference, “I can’t remember a time when

with the RUF and Koroma.

the insurgents had had to meet on Sierra Leonean territory. The precedent had been set. It is possible to see

Other observers agreed that the RUF’s role in the

the other side. A little bit of confidence was built.”26

country, and Koroma’s role in the CCP, were critical.
Said one analyst in 2018:

Four key conclusions can be drawn from the case of
the CCP. First, a powerful mandate did not automati-

The CCP wanted to do more. But oversight was restricted
because the RUF was still dominant. The country did not
have money to fund those activities. At the same time, it
was good to have the rebels there [in the CCP]. Because
the commander [Koroma] was involved, it quelled his in-

cally translate into substantive action. Second, greater
inclusivity in the commission’s membership did not
overcome other structural problems, such as a lack
of resources or politicized leadership. Third, while

volvement in the rebel movements, in a situation everyone

Koroma’s appointment as chair did not aid the achieve-

knew was fragile.

ment of the commission’s mandate, the attention of a
potential spoiler may have been diverted. Finally, insti-

Interviewees suggested that the CCP could have

tutions such as MOMs can be repurposed and make

done more if it had been backed more systematical-

unforeseen contributions, such as to reconciliation.

ly. Resource constraints were a common complaint,
USIP.ORG
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In the years since the peace agreement between the government of Indonesia and the Free Aceh Movement, Aceh’s capital, Banda Aceh, shown
here, has grown significantly. (Photo by Taufik Kelana/Shutterstock)

Aceh: The Aceh
Monitoring Mission
Historically an independent country, Aceh was incorpo-

Jakarta government agreed to permit Aceh a high de-

rated into what became Indonesia during the period of

gree of autonomy over its internal affairs, including fiscal

Dutch colonialism. The Free Aceh Movement, known

powers to raise and spend its own revenues; to withdraw

as the Gerakin Aceh Merdeka (GAM), emerged in the

some military and police personnel; and to grant an

1970s and aimed to achieve Aceh’s secession from

amnesty to GAM members. The agreement established

Indonesia. After twenty-five years of conflict between

the Aceh Monitoring Mission (AMM), comprising monitors

the central government and GAM, peace talks began in

from both EU and ASEAN countries.29 While Acehnese

2000. Agreements reached in 2000 and 2002 failed

and Indonesian officials participated in the work of the

to hold. It was not until 2005 that a Memorandum of

AMM, they were not formal members, nor did they have

Understanding (MOU) between the government of the

decision-making roles in the AMM’s work. Civil society

Republic of Indonesia and GAM (also known as the

likewise was not formally part of the mechanism. Some

Helsinki Agreement) was reached. In this agreement,

observers felt the AMM could have engaged more wide-

GAM relinquished its claim to independence and agreed

ly with civil society and that the engagement it did make

to demobilize its forces and surrender its weapons. The

was left too late in the life of the mission.30

27

28
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Aceh

Adapted from artwork by Rainer Lesniewski/Shutterstock
Under articles 5.1 and 5.2 of the MOU, the AMM had

Banda Aceh
Sigli Bireuën Lhokseumawe

ACEH

the mandate to monitor the implementation of the commitments of the parties to the MOU, and specifically to

MALAYSIA

Meulaboh

Langsa
Blangkejeren

Malacca
Strait

• monitor the demobilization of GAM and the decomMedan

missioning of its armaments;

NORTH
SUMATRA

• monitor the relocation of nonorganic military forces
and nonorganic police troops;
• monitor the reintegration of active GAM members;
• monitor the human rights situation and provide assistance in this field;
• monitor the process of legislation change;
• rule on disputed amnesty cases;

Indian
Ocean
50 km

Area
enlarged

50 miles

• investigate and rule on complaints and alleged violations of the MOU; and
• establish and maintain liaison and good cooperation
with the parties.31

to complete its mission in the sensitive context of
Indonesian domestic politics.”33 Similarly, Patrick Barron
and Adam Burke noted in 2008 that the AMM’s narrow
approach “may have been advisable” in the context of

While the AMM was rapidly established in September

Aceh as a means to keep the government of Indonesia

2005, just days after the Helsinki Agreement was

“sufficiently comfortable with the proceedings.”34

reached, its mission was brief, and it concluded its work
just over a year later, in December 2006. Accounts of-

Participants and observers interviewed in 2018,

fered shortly after the conclusion of the mission’s term

reflecting on the experience of the AMM, expressed

were largely positive. The former head of the AMM,

more mixed views, challenging some of the earlier,

Pieter Feith, wrote in 2007 that “crucial to the success-

positive evaluations of the AMM. As one former GAM

ful start of the mission was that the parties asked the

member said, “The AMM was good, but left too early.”

contributing countries to be present in Aceh from the

Another said, “Feith was good, but the AMM should

day the agreement was signed” and that “the mission

not have left Aceh until all points were [implemented].”

members were constantly in contact with the parties

Another commentator argued that “the AMM was a

and civil society representatives, proposing new ideas

success in terms of its narrow mandate . . . but [was]

and running a substantial public information campaign.

not a success in terms of the context. Everyone knows

This was important to create confidence and build trust

that there were more weapons, perhaps 16,000, post

between the parties.” In a 2007 study, Kirsten Schulze

peace-process. [The AMM] was very [stuck] to the

cited several reasons for the AMM’s success, including

number [of weapons mentioned in the agreement].

the commitment of the parties to the peace process,

They could have done more.” An Acehnese political

the leadership and impartiality of the AMM, the quick

observer reflected that

32

implementation of the agreement’s amnesty provisions
and security arrangements, and, controversially, the

the AMM was a strong point of the MOU. But we needed

AMM’s lack of focus on the human rights provisions of

to establish a transition system for the monitoring, [per-

the agreement, “which made it possible for the AMM
USIP.ORG

haps] an office of five to ten members to follow up. Now,
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the level of trust is low, but [people] don’t bother to do

institutional infrastructure . . . was planned in a cohe-

anything because they are happy with peace. We agreed

sive way.”35 A formal, near identical follow-on mission

on some timelines [in the Agreement], but ten years later
they have not happened. Is that a success?

As another Acehnese explained, “The AMM had done
a good job [in] 2005–6 on security . . . [delivering] a
quick response. . . . In terms of the political issues,
AMM has not satisfied us.” Directly refuting Schulze’s
belief that the AMM was successful because it downplayed the human rights dimension of its mandate, he
went on: “Is the monitoring of an agreement really successful if it only monitors some things, and not others?”
While, as Feith pointed out in his 2007 article, it is
always difficult to find an appropriate time for a mission to leave, the reflections of Acehnese a decade
later suggest that even when early progress is made,
there is an ongoing role for monitoring and oversight
beyond the initial period of implementation. Barron and
Burke made this point in 2008, noting that some felt
the AMM could have worked more collaboratively with
other international actors with a longer-term footprint in
Aceh, and that it was “unclear how much the post-AMM

12

may not always be feasible or desirable in light of the
financial and logistical limitations of implementation and
questions concerning the consent of the host state.
Without an agreed-on transition strategy, however, an
abrupt end to monitoring may also be problematic.
Indonesia, and Aceh in particular, remains vulnerable
to destabilizing grievances, as interviewees in Aceh in
2018 conveyed and others have agreed.36
Five key conclusions can be drawn from the case of
the AMM. First, the rapid establishment of a MOM can
sustain an agreement’s momentum at a critical juncture.
Second, credible leadership matters. Third, downplaying certain aspects of the mandate may improve the
likelihood of achieving other aspects of the mandate
but may diminish the MOM’s overall credibility. Fourth,
MOMs without national members that do not systematically consult widely may lose citizens’ broader trust. Fifth,
monitoring is a process as well as an activity, and initial
achievements may fade if there is no strategy for monitoring compliance with commitments in the longer term.
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A woman walks through the ruins of the market in Abyei, Sudan, on November 27, 2008. Once a thriving city on the north-south border, Abyei was
destroyed during sectarian violence six months earlier. (Photo by Evelyn Hockstein/New York Times)

Sudan: The Assessment and
Evaluation Commission
Sudan’s civil war was arguably the longest running

independent state in 2011. The CPA called for a dedi-

in Africa. In 2005, after nearly half a century of con-

cated separate MOM, to be known as the Assessment

flict, the government of Sudan and the predominant-

and Evaluation Commission (AEC). The agreement

ly southern Sudanese Sudan People’s Liberation

stated that the AEC:

Movement/Army (SPLM/A) signed the Comprehensive
Peace Agreement (CPA), mediated by the IGAD.37 For

shall be established during the Pre-Interim Period to

a six-year period, from 2005 to 2011, the CPA estab-

monitor the implementation of the [Comprehensive] Peace

lished a government of national unity in Khartoum; a
semi-autonomous Government of Southern Sudan;
and provisions on security arrangements, power and
wealth sharing, and constitutional reform. It also provid-

Agreement and conduct a mid-term evaluation [i.e., by
2008] of the unity arrangements established under the
Peace Agreement. . . . The Parties shall work with the
[AEC] during the Interim Period with a view to improving
the institutions and arrangements created under the

ed for a referendum on the continued unity of Sudan

Agreement and making the unity of Sudan attractive to the

and southern Sudan, a vote that eventually led to the

people of South Sudan.38

secession of South Sudan and its establishment as an
USIP.ORG
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act on it or suffer consequences. It was also not clear to
whom or what body the AEC should report, since the present
system where it reports to the presidency is widely held to be
ineffective. The argument was made . . . that the AEC should
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report to IGAD, and although there is no provision in the CPA
that suggests such recourse, Tom Vraalsen, Chairman of the
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The AEC consisted of equal representation from
the government of Sudan and the SPLM/A, as well
as representatives of IGAD states and international
supporters of the peace process. Its first chair was the
Norwegian diplomat Tom Vraalsen, who was succeeded by the British diplomat Sir Derek Plumbly in 2008.
Its secretariat was entirely international, and, as one
former AEC staffer offered in retrospect, this limited
the insights the AEC could glean. “We should have had
more [Sudanese] staff in substantive roles,” this individual said. Another former AEC official thought that the
AEC could have done more to be inclusive in its engagement with Sudanese outside of the commission.
“It might have been useful to have had greater civil
society consultation in our mandate. . . . While we were
pretty inclusive politically, we didn’t have inclusion in
other areas. We didn’t have someone dedicated to
media, for example. But when you have a thinly staffed
secretariat, these are the choices.”
Writing in 2007, John Young argued that the AEC “did
not meet the expectations of those who initially proposed it.”39 For Young, the weakness of the AEC was in

in their meeting of 13 April 2007 in Nairobi on matters pertaining to his work at that body’s request.40

One diplomat reflected in 2006 that a mistake had
been made in not creating greater institutional continuity between the IGAD mediation and the AEC by
ensuring that the former mediator, Lazaro Sumbeiywo,
was not also part of the AEC. As the diplomat commented, Sumbeiywo was left out “in spite of the good
that [Sumbeiywo] could have done [in] providing
continuity, and making sure that the AEC was following
through or being the conscience of the sides in terms
of implementing the Agreement.”41 And by 2010, a year
before the CPA concluded, a donor evaluation “found
insufficient technical support for the AEC.”42
In retrospect, those who served on and worked with
the AEC also had mixed views about the commission’s
overall performance. Interviewed in 2018, a former
diplomat assigned to Sudan during the CPA noted that
the AEC “quickly became less relevant. Nobody questioned whether it was likely to work. These elaborate
structures, do they work in the field?” And as a former
senior official to the AEC noted:
We could have had more continuity between Naivasha
[site of the IGAD talks] and our work, to understand why
things were written the way they were. It was always

its mandate, its authority, and ambiguities about its line

going to be difficult . . . we didn’t receive anything [from

of reporting:

the talks]. . . . But when it came to the mandate, it was
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not necessarily to have been a good thing to have had
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more specificity, because that allowed for us to be a bit

timely de-escalation of a volatile situation. In May 2008,

more flexible. A lot of what these institutions need to do is

after the Sudan Armed Forces and associated militias

theatre, successful theatre, a contribution to getting to 2011
[when the CPA was due to conclude].

For another representative to the AEC, “The formal
meeting [was] not the most important part of our work.
What you do before and after is what mattered. So
some of the African members [of the AEC] attended
the meetings pro forma, but had no clear agenda while
they were there.” Reflecting on the change between
the first chair of the AEC, who had a reputation for
bluntness, and the second chair, who took a more
subtle approach, the representative noted that the AEC
did not have a compulsory reporting function. AEC
reports and minutes of meetings had to be agreed to
by the parties and thus were necessarily restrained.
The former AEC representative speculated whether it
would have made a difference had the AEC been able
to report directly to the UN Security Council, insofar as
the UN Mission in the Sudan (UNMIS) was also report-

attacked and looted Abyei town, AEC chair Plumbly
organized an immediate visit of the commission, including representatives of the parties, to understand the
situation on the ground. Seeing the situation firsthand
led to an early agreement between the parties to restore security. In both examples, the census and Abyei,
the AEC clearly exceeded its sparse mandate in the
CPA, but its interventions were ultimately accepted by
the parties. In a sense, therefore, the AEC “reinvented
itself,” the former official said.
However, this reinvented purpose was not necessarily
sustained throughout the period of implementation, nor
was it felt equally throughout the country. As another
former representative to the AEC noted:
I agree at the outset there was a useful role for the AEC to
play. [But as time went on], particularly after the mid-term
report of the AEC [in 2008] there was a gradual transi-

ing on the implementation of the agreement. For his

tion. The AEC was a weak commission with not a lot of

part, the former senior official noted that “there was

independence. And there was a limited presence outside

always going to be a problem with parallel institutions.”
He observed that as head of UNMIS, the UN Special
Representative of the Secretary-General, rather than
the AEC chair, was perhaps the prime international
figure in Sudan, but that the UN had a different set of
concerns, many of which were tied to the operational
realities of managing a large peacekeeping mission.
The issue, the former official continued, was a division
of labor. “The UN was never really proactive,” he said.
As an example of the AEC’s utility, the former official
provided two illustrations: the controversial census
of 2008 and the contested area of Abyei, which was
claimed by both Sudan and South Sudan. We had “an
emergency meeting on the census, which helped the
parties climb down. With Abyei, there was a flare-up,
a real crisis. Our intervention worked, at least for a
time, to prevent further escalation.” With respect to
Abyei, the quick action of the AEC contributed to a

USIP.ORG

of Khartoum. . . . Opening the AEC office in Juba was a big
step. [By the later stage of the agreement], I don’t know if
the AEC made a difference at that time. I don’t know if we
needed a repurposed AEC at that point.

Five key conclusions can be drawn from the case of
the AEC. First, the AEC suffered from a weak mandate
and ambiguous lines of reporting. Second, the AEC
was under-resourced in terms of both the scope and
diversity of its personnel. Third, there was a lack of
continuity between the CPA mediation and the implementation process. Fourth, more positively, effective
leadership from 2008 allowed the AEC to build strong
relations with both parties to the CPA, and to intervene
in crises. Fifth, noting that Darfur was at the center of
international attention for much of the CPA implementation period, the AEC helped keep international actors
focused to some extent on CPA implementation, at
least until 2010.
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A man carries the flag of South Sudan through the streets of Juba on July 8, 2011, the day before South Sudan officially became an independent nation.
(Photo by Tyler Hicks/New York Times)

South Sudan: The Joint Monitoring
and Evaluation Commission
South Sudan became independent from Sudan in 2011.

[Transitional Government of National Unity], including

In December 2013, violent conflict in Juba, the capital

the adherence of the Parties to the agreed timelines

of South Sudan, led within days to a full-blown civil war

and implementation schedule.”45 The JMEC was to

between the government of South Sudan and dissident

oversee the work of all the transitional institutions

factions of the national army and local militias. IGAD

established by the ARCSS and recommend and report

quickly launched peace talks. After twenty months of

corrective action in the case of “serious deficiencies” in

on-again, off-again negotiations, the Agreement on

the implementation of the agreement. The commission

the Resolution of the Conflict in South Sudan (ARCSS)

was required to report to both national and interna-

was reached in August 2015. The agreement called

tional bodies, including the African Union Peace and

for the establishment, within fifteen days of the signing

Security Council and the UN Security Council. It was

of the ARCSS document, of a Joint Monitoring and

to be “chaired by a prominent African personality” and

Evaluation Commission (JMEC), to “be responsible

was to have an “independent secretariat” with its own

for monitoring and overseeing the implementation of

dedicated funding.46

43

44

the [Agreement] and the mandate and tasks of the
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Ethiopia, as chair of IGAD and leader of the mediation,
also led the process to select and appoint the first
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chairperson of JMEC. It took several months to develop
a short list of candidates. Festus Mogae, president of
Botswana from 1998 to 2008, became the top choice
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and, after a process of consultation with the other IGAD
states, was offered and accepted the position. Mogae
was selected for several reasons. First, he was seen
as a highly competent leader who had left power after
two successful terms in office. Second, as a trained
economist and former civil servant, he had a technocratic bent, while also having been in politics. Third,
because he was a former president, some felt that
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South Sudan’s president, Salva Kiir, would respect him

of an oversight mechanism from the outset, arguing

and take him more seriously than he would a figure of

in August 2015 that “the provisions of [the ARCSS]

ambassadorial or envoy rank of lesser stature. Finally,

makes JMEC the governing authority of the Republic of

Botswana was far removed from the regional politics

South Sudan. Neither the government nor the National

of the Horn of Africa and was not perceived as biased

Legislature will have a role to play.”49 The government

toward the position of one faction or another, or toward

quickly targeted JMEC’s personnel, including both

any of the regional countries. However, more than

Mogae and his secretariat, and Mogae expressed

three critical months passed before Mogae could begin

concern for his safety several times. As Kate Almquist

the JMEC’s operations in-country. It was not until late

Knopf has observed, however, neither the IGAD mem-

November 2015 that the JMEC took meaningful action

ber states nor the United States took sufficient action

and convened its first meeting.

to back the JMEC when it was attacked, “fostering the

47

parties’ disregard for these mechanisms.” 50
The JMEC was “joint” in the sense that its membership
was exactly half South Sudanese and half international.

There were at least four reasons for this lack of broad-

It included representation from civil society, youth, the

er political backing for the JMEC. First, the relative

business community, and women’s groups. At least on

regional unity of effort that brokered the ARCSS dimin-

paper, the JMEC seemed to have some potential. As

ished significantly after August 2015, when the prin-

one former representative to Sudan’s AEC observed,

cipal negotiations ended. Second, with the shift from

“JMEC learned some of the AEC lessons in design,”

negotiations outside the country to implementation

notably in the specificity of its mandate and in allowing

within South Sudan, many diplomatic representatives

its chair to report independently of the parties. Two

in Juba were worried about antagonizing their host

members of the IGAD mediation secretariat (including

government on this matter. Third, in an attempt to main-

the author of this report) were appointed to senior

tain relations with the government, Mogae was initially

positions at the JMEC, providing a degree of institution-

restrained in response to the government’s attacks

al memory and continuity. The government of South

and did not succeed in pushing the region to give

Sudan, however, strenuously opposed the institution

JMEC its unequivocal backing. Fourth, few international

48
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organizations recognized at the time just how precari-

robust calls to the international community, demanded

ous South Sudan’s peace agreement was. By the time

accountability, and set in motion the events that led to

crisis arrived, it was too late for an effective oversight

the resumption of the peace process, he was a part-

mechanism to impel a change of direction.

time, frequently absent chair.52 He did not move quickly
to build the institution and was not able to resist the

With the effective collapse of the ARCSS in July 2016

many pressures on him; he was probably better suited

and South Sudan’s return to full-blown conflict only

to the role of mediator rather than monitor.53

eight months after the JMEC first started operations,
the balance of monitoring shifted significantly toward

Once the government of South Sudan knew Mogae

security and ceasefire violations and was therefore

could be intimidated, its fear of the JMEC’s power

the purview of the separate ceasefire monitoring

waned, and steadily, many of the provisions to make

commission established by the ARCSS. Eventually the

the JMEC a more inclusive institution were co-opted or

JMEC repurposed itself as a mediator. With IGAD’s

resisted. For example, in an effort to suppress critical

South Sudan mediation office largely disbanded,

voices and boost the number of meeting attendees in

JMEC staff effectively served as the secretariat for the

favor of government views, numerous attempts were

renewed IGAD mediation process, known as the High

made to replace independent civil society representa-

Level Revitalization Forum, which led to a revised

tives with individuals more sympathetic to government

peace agreement in September 2018. Though that

positions. Similarly, acquiescing to demands from

agreement remains imperiled, it has endured longer

some IGAD member states that certain positions in the

than its antecedent.

secretariat were to be held by individuals they favored

51

or wished to reward meant that JMEC lost much of
Ultimately, however, the JMEC did not meet expecta-

the potential to be internally coherent. With many of

tions. It allowed itself to be dictated to by the parties. At

the donor nations agreeing only to second personnel

an early stage, it permitted deviations from the text of

rather than let the JMEC hire its own senior experts,

the ARCSS, for example with respect to the ministerial

institutional loyalties and lines of reporting were divid-

selection process in December 2015, which signaled to

ed rather than flowing unequivocally to the institution’s

the parties that further deviations would be tolerated,

chair. Overall, as one former representative to the

or at least not resisted. The JMEC rarely took or recom-

commission put it, with the JMEC there was always “a

mended corrective action. Though Mogae made some

persistent sense of missed opportunity.”
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Findings and Recommendations
Each of these case studies shows the potential of MOMs,

While the nature and practice of inclusion varied across

often beyond the formal mandates laid out in their

all four cases, with Sierra Leone and South Sudan

founding peace agreements. In Sierra Leone, the CCP

both formally including civil society in their commis-

provided a formal role for civil society to continue to ex-

sions, while Aceh and Sudan did not, the presence or

press its concerns even after the peace talks were over,

absence of formal civil society representation did not

and it was able to convene former combatants in a way

necessarily have a decisive impact on the trajectory of

few had thought possible. In Aceh, the AMM oversaw

any case. Where resistance to inclusion did occur, such

some demilitarization and decommissioning of arms, as

as in the JMEC, it was only one of numerous challeng-

required by the Helsinki Agreement. In Sudan, the AEC

es that arose.54 Where inclusion did make a positive

played a de-escalatory role in several crises during the

difference, perhaps, was in encouraging broader

CPA, and ultimately the agreement held for the full six

consultation outside the walls of the respective com-

years required. In South Sudan, the JMEC played a key

mission, though in the cases of Aceh and Sudan, it

role in establishing the foundation for new peace talks

was incumbent on the largely international staff of the

and helped mediate a revised peace agreement.

commissions to undertake inclusion, and the results
were mixed. However, there are also potentially nega-

But the case studies also show the deficiencies and weak-

tive aspects to inclusion, including greater vulnerability

nesses of such institutions in practice. In Sierra Leone,

to political or factional influence from other parties,

Aceh, and South Sudan, each of the MOMs retreated from

as happened in South Sudan, and when inclusion is

its formal mandate, either because of a lack of resources

understood as code for political accommodation, as

(Sierra Leone), or because of political sensitivities (Aceh,

happened for some in Sierra Leone.

South Sudan), or because of the character, capabilities,
or deliberate judgment (or some combination of these

Determining whether an oversight mechanism is

three factors) of the institutional leadership (all cases). In

successful is inextricably linked to the broader course

Sudan, the lack of specificity in the oversight role of the

and fate of the peace process. Sufficient political will

AEC meant it was relatively limited in how much it could

and the interests of the parties to a conflict to honor

do to shape events, but its full-time leadership meant

their commitments remain paramount. In isolation, the

strong relationships could be built over time. In Aceh, too,

performance of a MOM will rarely be a decisive factor

impressions of the AMM leadership were largely positive,

in the consolidation of peace or a return to conflict.

although the brevity of the mission detracted from its

However, better-performing institutions—as in Aceh—

achievements. In Sierra Leone, the membership of the

are more likely to make a lasting contribution to an

commission, rather than its chair, was its strength, although

effective peace process, and poorly performing institu-

ultimately the partisanship of its top official limited its po-

tions may only worsen the prospects for lasting peace.

tential for effectiveness. In Sierra Leone and South Sudan,

At the same time, even when MOMs perform well, their

broad mandates for the MOMs did not prevent the peace

overall contribution may be limited if the environment

agreements from failing, nor were they sufficient for either

in which they operate is unsupportive. If a MOM’s rec-

the CCP or the JMEC to mitigate its respective crises.

ommendations for corrective action are made but not
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Indonesian president Susilo Bambang Yudhoyono (center), his deputy Jusuf Kalla, (right), and the Parliament Speaker Agung Laksono (left), watch the televised signing in Helsinki of the peace agreement between the government and Acehnese rebels on August 15, 2005. (Photo by Dita Alangkara/AP)

pursued by the parties or supported by the regional

Second, preparations need to begin before the

and international community, the MOM is likely to be

agreement is signed. It is notable that the rapidity

weakened. If robust support is not forthcoming when

with which the AMM was established was a key factor

the work of a MOM is deliberately undermined or ob-

in sustaining both the momentum of the Helsinki

structed by the parties, the MOM will be diminished, as

Agreement and the sense that the situation on the

the case of the JMEC demonstrates.

ground was truly changing, and in communicating that
the AMM was serious about its work. It is critical that

The circumstances of every conflict and peace process

monitoring and oversight institutions get off to a good

will be different. However, for mediators and negotia-

start, to show that they have clear intent and purpose

tors seeking to design future MOMs, there are at least

and sufficient resources to truly monitor the agree-

six cross-cutting issues to consider.

ment of concern and, if necessary, to help keep it on
track. The delays in establishing the JMEC in South

First, leadership matters. A credible, competent

Sudan and the lack of resources available for the CCP

senior leader with integrity, one who is present full

in Sierra Leone meant that each institution struggled

time, is needed to drive the institution forward. Partisan

to leave its mark from the outset of the peace agree-

leadership, as in Sierra Leone, will make it difficult for

ment’s implementation, and by the time they were

the institution to gain credibility, and part-time oversight

operational, they struggled to catch up, if indeed they

is likely to be less effective, as in South Sudan.

ever did.
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Third, MOMs benefit from continuity with the media-

have sufficient autonomy to take action, particularly

tion that came before them. It is much more challeng-

in the matter of independent reporting. At the same

ing to start from scratch. In the cases of Sierra Leone,

time, lines of reporting should not be interwoven when

Aceh, and South Sudan, intimate knowledge of the

multiple and potentially overlapping institutions are

mediation process was an aid to the establishment of

being established, both within the set of transitional ar-

the follow-on mechanisms and, to a degree, to their on-

rangements initiated by a peace agreement and within

going work. The leadership of the AEC largely lacked

the broader international institutional architecture.

this institutional memory, which made implementation

This may be particularly important in countries where

and understanding of the highly complex CPA even

a UN peacekeeping mission is operating concurrently

more difficult, particularly as the signatories had greater

(as was the case in Sierra Leone, Sudan, and South

knowledge of the intent and nature of the provisions

Sudan).

than did those who were charged to monitor them.
Finally, accept a long-term commitment. As has also
Fourth, realistic mandates matter. While broad and

been observed with regard to ceasefire monitoring,

expansive mandates may be appropriate in some

the success of broader monitoring and oversight may

cases, without a concomitant matching of expertise,

require that these institutions and their backers have

capacity, and resources, such mandates are unlikely to

a lengthier involvement.55 The work of these commis-

be achieved. It is even more crucial that the parties to

sions is unique and does not necessarily end with the

the agreement accept the powers of the MOM. This is

calendar end of the agreement, even if that is the point

a point for negotiators to focus on before the agree-

at which an official mandate is extinguished. While a

ment is concluded rather than haggling over it during

formal exit plan for the MOM may be possible to devise

implementation. At the same time, an overly limited or

and agree on in some circumstances, thinking about

ambiguous mandate can devalue the purpose of mon-

the post-agreement phase is necessary in all cases.

itoring and oversight. Retreating from certain points

In some situations, a formal follow-on mechanism may

of an institutional mandate as prescribed by a peace

be appropriate and possible. In others, the monitoring

agreement may also be problematic, particularly in the

body could consider transferring certain aspects of

early stages of implementation. With the knowledge

reporting and monitoring to civil society. It could aid

that many peace processes do falter, it seems logical

whatever monitoring efforts or intentions already exist

that mediators and peacemakers should attempt to

by formally securing the consent of the relevant parties

design and include institutions that have the power

to, and supporters of, the agreement to such future

to take corrective action during the implementation

activity. Such planning must be adaptive and should

period, when warranted, while recognizing that these

consider how institutional memory and documents can

institutions cannot solve every problem.

be appropriately saved and made accessible for future
mediators and negotiators, as well as citizens, particu-

Fifth, there need to be clear lines of accountability.

larly when the risk of conflict recurrence remains high.

It should be clear to whom MOMs are responsible, both
internally and externally. The institution’s chair should
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